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A Thriller Award nominee for Best eBook Original Novel Book
1 in award-winning author Alexandra Sokoloff's riveting new
Huntress FBI series about a driven FBI agent on the hunt for
that most rare of all killers: a female serial FBI Special
Agent Matthew Roarke is closing in on a bust of a major
criminal organization in San Francisco when he witnesses an
undercover member of his team killed right in front of him
on a busy street, an accident Roarke can't believe is
coincidental. His suspicions put him on the trail of a
mysterious young woman who appears to have been present at
each scene of a years-long string of "accidents" and
murders, and who may well be that most rare of killers: a
female serial. Roarke's hunt for her takes him across three
states...while in a small coastal town, a young father and
his five-year old son, both wounded from a recent divorce,
encounter a lost and compelling young woman on the beach and
strike up an unlikely friendship without realizing how
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deadly she may be. As Roarke uncovers the shocking truth of
her background, he realizes she is on a mission of her own,
and must race to capture her before more blood is shed.
First published in 2001. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor &
Francis, an informa company.
Peace of mind is all Greg Cole has wanted since the murder
of his twin sister, Scarlett. In his new sun-soaked Florida
life, he thought he had found it. But when Scarlett s killer
is released early from prison with a cast-iron alibi, Greg
realizes that his past is about to explode into his present,
with terrifying consequences. To expose the truth he must
open up old wounds. As a talk therapist, Greg knows all
about dark secrets, but when a childhood friendship comes to
the fore and the police turn their spotlight on him, the
thought of analyzing his own psyche is a disturbing
prospect. How far can he trust his own memories? With his
life coming apart at the seams, and his grip on reality
beginning to unravel, Greg must face the ghosts of his past
if he hopes to prove his innocence and live to see another
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day."
From the legendary New York Times bestselling author of Only
a Kiss and Only a Promise comes the final book in the
rapturous Survivor’s Club series—as the future of one man
lies within the heart of a lost but never-forgotten love...
For the first time since the death of his wife, the Duke of
Stanbrook is considering remarrying and finally embracing
happiness for himself. With that thought comes the treasured
image of a woman he met briefly a year ago and never saw
again. Dora Debbins relinquished all hope to marry when a
family scandal left her in charge of her younger sister.
Earning a modest living as a music teacher, she’s left with
only an unfulfilled dream. Then one afternoon, an unexpected
visitor makes it come true. For both George and Dora that
brief first encounter was as fleeting as it was
unforgettable. Now is the time for a second chance. And
while even true love comes with a risk, who are two dreamers
to argue with destiny?
A Novel
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USA TODAY BESTSELLER • “Read Claudia Connor for a consistently raw and
emotional love story,” recommends Carly Phillips. Now the swoon-worthy McKinney
Brothers series from this bestselling author continues as JT, the youngest of the trio,
discovers that only love can make him whole. She’s fighting for control. . . . Paige
Roberts learned to fend for herself growing up. Now she’s doing everything possible
to give her daughter, Casey, the stability she never had. But when the vivacious fiveyear-old decides she’s done wearing her prosthesis, Paige faces her toughest
challenge yet: trusting a handsome, brooding stranger who simply wants to help.
He’s struggling to connect. . . . JT McKinney lost more than his leg in a car accident
that stole his dreams of pro football. Eight years later, he's made a new life for
himself far away from his old one. His business is developing cutting-edge prosthetics
and he’s more than happy to turn his attention to machines instead of people. Still,
he can’t shake the feeling that something’s missing. Will they take a chance on love?
. . . When JT gets the chance to help Paige’s daughter, he takes it. He never planned
on the two of them tearing down his walls or teaching him to believe in himself again.
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Paige might not believe in happily ever afters, but JT wants more than anything to be
her prince. They’ll both have to let go of the past if they want a future. Praise for
Worth It All “Claudia Connor writes the kind of romance I love most. Warm, realistic,
and heartfelt, Worth It All delivers on every level.”—New York Times bestselling
author Kristan Higgins “Worth It All is an amazing story about taking a chance and
following through. As special needs bring Paige and JT together, this wonderfully
written story will bring happiness to your heart.”—New York Times bestselling author
Heidi McLaughlin “Worth It All is exactly the kind of exquisitely raw and achingly
emotional read I’ve come to expect from Claudia Connor—another hit from one of
romance’s most talented authors.”—USA Today bestselling author Lauren Layne “If
you love romances where the main characters get a second chance for a fresh start,
particularly ones that will tug at your heartstrings with the future of young child
hanging in the balance, then you will . . . not want to miss Worth It All.”—The
Romance Reviews “Fans of the series and of family-oriented romance are sure to fall
in love with JT and his romance with single mom Paige.”—All About Romance
“Downright heartwarming.”—The Good, The Bad and The Unread Praise for Claudia
Connor and her McKinney Brothers series “Read Claudia Connor for a consistently
raw and emotional love story.”—New York Times bestselling author Carly Phillips “I
can’t get enough of Claudia Connor’s heartwarming stories. Sexy, emotional,
complex, dreamy—her characters satisfy on every level.”—New York Times
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bestselling author Virna DePaul “A reading experience that will no doubt satisfy fans
and leave many eager for more tales of the passionate McKinney Brothers.”—RT
Book Reviews Includes a special message from the editor, as well as an excerpt from
another Loveswept title.
Revenge has no limits. Special Agent Matthew Roarke has abandoned his rogue
search for serial killer Cara Lindstrom. He's returned to the FBI to head a task force
with one mission: to rid society of its worst predators. But now in the new, highly
polarized political landscape, the skeletal symbols of Santa Muerte, "Lady Death,"
mysteriously appear at universities nationwide, threatening death to rapists, and
Roarke's team is pressured to investigate. When a frat boy goes missing in Santa
Barbara, Roarke realizes a bloodbath is coming--desperate teenagers are about to
mete out personal, cold-blooded justice. Hiding from the law, avenging angel Cara
Lindstrom is on her own ruthless quest. She plans to stay as far away from Roarke as
possible--until an old enemy comes after both her and the FBI, forcing her back into
Roarke's orbit. This time, the huntress has become the hunted . . .
ColdThomas & Mercer
It's August in New York, and the steaming garbage littering the streets isn't the only
thing that stinks. Civilian investigator Leonard Mitchell can keep his job as the new
head of the Department to Investigate Misconduct and Corruption only by
successfully prosecuting veteran cop Ralph Mulino. Mulino shot an armed man on a
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dark night; he didn't know the man was a fellow cop. Now, to keep his badge and his
freedom, he has to make his case to the investigator. But the gun Mulino saw in his
victim's hand has disappeared. As Mitchell digs deeper into Mulino's claim, it
becomes clear that the "misconduct and corruption" infecting New York City go far
beyond the actions of one allegedly dirty cop. Murder and sabotage force Mulino and
Mitchell into an uneasy partnership to uncover the truth and protect the city they are
both sworn to serve. Assuming, of course, they can stay alive...
One Day Soon
A Weathermages of Mystral Novel
That Thing Between Eli and Gwen
Falling Under You
The Museum of Heartbreak
A Dark Obsession Novel

Samantha Brinkman, an ambitious, hard-charging Los Angeles
criminal defense attorney, is struggling to make a name for
herself and to drag her fledgling practice into the big
leagues. Sam lands a high-profile double-murder case in
which one of the victims is a beloved TV star--and the
defendant is a decorated veteran LAPD detective. It
promises to be exactly the kind of media sensation that
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would establish her as a heavy hitter in the world of
criminal law. Though Sam has doubts about his innocence,
she and her two associates (her closest childhood friend
and a brilliant ex-con) take the case. Notorious for living
by her own rules--and fearlessly breaking everyone
else's--Samantha pulls out all the stops in her quest to
uncover evidence that will clear the detective. But when a
shocking secret at the core of the case shatters her
personal world, Sam realizes that not only has her client
been playing her, he might be one of the most dangerous
sociopaths she's ever encountered.
In the feeble light of a London winter, Joe Tiplady walks
his dog in the snow. He is not alone. Two men are tracking
him, as is a woman with wolf eyes. Soon Joe will find
himself caught in a storm of violence and retribution that
he does not yet understand. Around the world, a chain of
events is in motion that will make Joe a priceless target.
A retired Soviet general hunts for his missing daughter
after a series of brutal murders. A ruthless assassin loses
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something so precious he will do anything to get it back.
And in the mountains of Utah, a brilliant ex-CIA chief
wrestles with his religion. In the shadow of them all lies
Zoba, strongman ruler of Russia and puppet-master of the
world's darkest operatives. Can Joe save himself from this
dangerous web of power and revenge? Where can he run when
there's nowhere left to hide? Please note: this book
contains strong language and scenes of torture.
Norma Anders has always prided herself on her intelligence
and determination. She climbed out of poverty, put herself
through school and is now a chief financial advisor at
Pierce Industries. She's certainly a woman who won't be
topped. Not in business anyway. But she's pretty sure she'd
like to be topped in the bedroom. Unfortunately most men
see independence and ambition in a woman and they run. Even
her dominant boss, Hudson Pierce has turned down her
advances, leaving her to fear that she will never find the
lover she's longing for. Then the most unlikely candidate
steps up. Boyd, her much-too-young and oh-so-hot assistant
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surprises her one night with bold suggestions and an
authoritative demeanor he's never shown her in the office.
It's a bad idea...such a deliciously bad idea...but when
Boyd takes the reins and leads her to sensual bliss she's
never known, the headstrong Norma can't help but fall under
his command.
"Janet Evanovich, author of the blockbuster Stephanie Plum
novels, and Lee Goldberg, writer for the Monk television
show, team up once again in their rollicking, New York
Times bestselling Fox and O'Hare series! Nicolas Fox,
international con man, thief, and one of the top ten
fugitives on the FBI's most-wanted list, has been kidnapped
from a beachfront retreat in Hawaii. What the kidnapper
doesn't know is that Nick Fox has been secretly working for
the FBI. It isn't long before Nick's covert partner,
Special Agent Kate O'Hare, is in hot pursuit of the crook
who stole her con man. The trail leads to Belgium, France,
and Italy, and pits Nick and Kate against their deadliest
adversary yet: Dragan Kovic, an ex-Serbian military
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officer. He's plotting a crime that will net him billions.
and cost thousands of American lives. Nick and Kate have to
mount the most daring, risky, and audacious con they've
ever attempted to save a major U.S. city from a catastrophe
of epic proportions. Luckily they have the help of an
eccentric out-of-work actor, a bandit who does his best
work in the sewers, and Kate's dad, Jake. The pressure's on
for Nick and Kate to make this work--even if they have to
lay their lives on the line. The fifth in the bestselling
Fox and O'Hare suspense series that "[mixes] humor from
Evanovich and Goldberg's books with the intricate cons seen
in the best episodes of Mission: Impossible"-A Guide to Building Character
What Lies Between Us
Kings Rising: Book Three of the Captive Prince Trilogy
The Science and Culture of the World's Most Popular Drug
Only Beloved
Jockblocked
'An insightful, frighteningly intelligent thriller... a gem of a novel' Robert Dinsdale
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Moscow, 1932. Gareth Jones, a young Welsh reporter, arrives in the Soviet Union
excited to see for himself how Josef Stalin is forging a new civilisation. He meets
American and British journalists who acclaim Stalin's great experiment - but when
Jones witnesses people starving to death in Ukraine, his belief in the Soviet
revolution is shattered. He must decide whether to report the truth or become just
another useful idiot, saying only what the Communist secret police allow and
smothering the evidence of his own eyes. In this special kind of hell, anyone could be
an informer, and Jones knows his life will be at risk if he is even thought to be
defying Stalin. And when the woman he loves falls under the suspicion of the secret
police, everything Jones values is in danger. Can he reveal the terrible truth about
the Ukrainian famine to the world, or will he be silenced forever? THE USEFUL
IDIOT is the secret history of the first great Soviet lie - wrapped up in an electrifying
novel perfect for readers of Robert Harris, Ken Follett and Kate Atkinson. As
Vladimir Putin rewrites the Nazi-Soviet pact and with the horrors of Chernobyl and
the Cold War so recent, this thriller of fake news in 1932 is real storytelling of
enormous significance.
A buttoned-up businessman and a gorgeous wild-child . . . what happens when
opposites definitely attract? By day, Aaron Clarkson suits up, shakes hands, and acts
the perfect gentleman. And at night, behind bedroom doors, the tie comes off and the
real Aaron comes out to play. But he knows that if he wants to work for the
country’s most powerful senator, he’ll have to keep his eye on the prize. That’s
easier said than done, though, when he meets the senator’s daughter. She’s wild,
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gorgeous, and 100 percent trouble. Grace Pendleton is the black sheep of her family.
Yet while Aaron's presence reminds her of a past she’d rather forget, something in
his eyes keeps drawing her in. Maybe it’s the way his voice turns her molten. Or
maybe it’s because deep down inside, the ultra-smooth, polished Aaron Clarkson
might be more than even Grace can handle.
Second chances are sweeter than ever in Charlotte Stein’s steamy Dark Obsession
series—perfect for fans of Katy Evans—as a self-reliant college girl falls for a
reformed bully who’s desperate to make up for lost time. Letty Carmichael can’t
believe her eyes when she catches a glimpse of her high school tormenter, wrestling
champ Tate Sullivan, on campus. College was supposed to be her escape from Tate’s
constant ridicule. Now he’s in her classes again, just waiting for his chance to make
her life hell. But when Letty and Tate are partnered up for an assignment—on sex in
cinema, of all things—she starts to see a kinder, gentler side of him. And when she
realizes Tate knows more about sex than she could ever guess at, he soon starts
making her blush in a whole new way. Tate Sullivan is haunted by regret over his
cruelty toward Letty. So when she agrees to work with him, he seizes his chance to
make amends. He can’t blame her for not believing he’s for real, but soon Tate
starts to break down her wall. She wants to know about passion, desire, lust—topics
he is well versed in. And in return she offers the one thing he always wanted: the
chance to be more than just a jock. Letty is shocked by how sensitive Tate can be.
Still, desiring him feels ludicrous. Loving him is impossible. Craving him is beyond all
reason. So why can’t she stop? Praise for Never Sweeter “A gorgeous, lush story
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full of angst and heartbreak with dark, tormented characters and mind-blowing sex. I
got blisters from turning the pages so fast.”—USA Today bestselling author Jamie K.
Schmidt “A delightfully sweet romance with just the right amount of angst.”—The
Good, The Bad, and The Unread “One of the sweetest romances I’ve read in a long
time.”—The Romance Reviews “A beautiful story, with a beautiful message.”—The
Jeep Diva Includes an excerpt from another Loveswept title.
The discovery of a severed head on a London Tube leads private investigators Crane
and Drake on a dark journey into the past – and a personal quest for retribution. In
this second title in the London-based Crane and Drake mystery series, Cal Drake has
left the police force and is now working as a private detective, having teamed up with
the motorcycle-riding Dr Rayhana Crane. The chilling discovery of a severed head on
the Tube draws Calil Drake back to the case he failed to solve four years ago which
left his police career in tatters. Crane and Drake investigate while also searching for
Howeida Almanara – a young international student from the Gulf and the missing
girlfriend of a Crane family friend. Could her disappearance be linked to Cal’s past
and the gruesome discovery on the Tube? Crane and Drake are plunged into the dark
underworld of London and international crime, and must risk their lives to uncover
the truth.
Reference Guide for Essential Oils
Calico
The Art and Craft of Box Making
The Pursuit
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The Big Fear
Worth It All

In this ode to all the things we gain and lose and gain again, seventeenyear-old Penelope Marx curates her own mini-museum to deal with all the
heartbreaks of love, friendship, and growing up. Welcome to the Museum
of Heartbreak. Well, actually, to Penelope Marx’s personal museum. The
one she creates after coming face to face with the devastating, lonelymaking butt-kicking phenomenon known as heartbreak. Heartbreak comes
in all forms: There’s Keats, the charmingly handsome new guy who couldn’t
be more perfect for her. There’s possibly the worst person in the world,
Cherisse, whose mission in life is to make Penelope miserable. There’s
Penelope’s increasingly distant best friend Audrey. And then there’s
Penelope’s other best friend, the equal-parts-infuriating-and-yet-somehowamazing Eph, who has been all kinds of confusing lately. But sometimes the
biggest heartbreak of all is learning to let go of that wondrous time before
you ever knew things could be broken…
There is a killer in the streets of the city. By night he claims his victims as
payment for their debt of blood.When Franklin Gallow, a Bristol undertaker
is sent a gruesome package, memories of a centuries-old murder resurface,
and a city in a state of panic is forced to confront its sinful past.Franklin
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and his young assistant must put themselves in the path of an
unimaginable evil, whose murderous rampage is only just beginning.The
Debt of Blood is the thrilling, second instalment in the sensational Bristol
Murders series.
Even elementary school children can build positive character traits like
caring, citizenship, cooperation, courage, fairness, honesty, respect, and
responsibility. The true stories, inspiring quotations, thought-provoking
dilemmas, and activities in this book help kids grow into capable, moral
teens and adults. Previously titled Being Your Best, this award-winning
book has a fresh new cover and updated resources.
Learn all the steps necessary to make a variety of colorful, decorative,
useful boxes created from book board and covered with decorative papers
and book cloth. Nearly 300 color photos illustrate every step needed to
make hinged lid, clamshell, and creative boxes. Necessary tools and
materials are discussed in detail, and essential formulas are provided for
each box type discussed. Basic skills necessary for the successful
production of any box are also explored, including determining grain
direction, pattern layout, cutting materials, covering book board with paper
or book cloth, and gluing. Also provided are box making resources, a useful
glossary of terms, and an appendix featuring measurement conversions.
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This 2nd edition includes a brand-new chapter on divided boxes, as well as
additional creative box examples to further inspire you as you explore the
craft.
Thrown Down
The Useful Idiot
A McKinney Brothers Novel
Hunger Moon
What Do You Stand For? For Kids
Cold
Damianos of Akielos has returned. His identity now revealed, Damen must face his master
Prince Laurent as Damianos of Akielos, the man Laurent has sworn to kill. On the brink of a
momentous battle, the future of both their countries hangs in the balance. In the south,
Kastor's forces are massing. In the north, the Regent's armies are mobilising for war. Damen's
only hope of reclaiming his throne is to fight together with Laurent against their usurpers.
Forced into an uneasy alliance the two princes journey deep into Akielos, where they face their
most dangerous opposition yet. But even if the fragile trust they have built survives the
revelation of Damen's identity ‒ can it stand against the Regent's final, deadly play for the
throne?
The hunt for mass murderer Cara Lindstrom is over. FBI Special Agent Matthew Roarke has
been working for this moment: the capture of a killer who savagely hunts the worst of
humanity. But Roarke remains traumatized by his own near-death at the hands of the serial
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killer who slaughtered Cara's family...and haunted by the enigmatic woman who saved his life.
Then the sixteen-year-old prostitute who witnessed Cara's most recent murder goes missing,
and suddenly pimps are turning up dead on the streets of San Francisco, killed with an MO
eerily similar to Cara's handiwork. Is a new killer on the loose with a mission even more deadly
than hers? In the pulse-pounding third Huntress/FBI Thrillers book, Roarke will have to go on
the hunt...and every woman he meets, even those closest to him, may prove deadly.
In the idyllic hill country of Sri Lanka, a young girl grows up with her loving family; but even in
the midst of this paradise, terror lurks in the shadows. When tragedy strikes, she and her
mother must seek safety by immigrating to America. There the girl reinvents herself as an
American teenager to survive, with the help of her cousin; but even as she assimilates and
thrives, the secrets and scars of her past follow her into adulthood. In this new country of
freedom, everything she has built begins to crumble around her, and her hold on reality
becomes more and more tenuous. When the past and the present collide, she sees only one
terrible choice. From Nayomi Munaweera, the award-winning author of Island of a Thousand
Mirrors, comes the confession of a woman, driven by the demons of her past to commit a
single and possibly unforgivable crime. Praise for Island of a Thousand Mirrors: "The
paradisiacal landscapes of Sri Lanka are as astonishing as the barbarity of its revolution, and
Munaweera evokes the power of both in a lyrical debut novel worthy of shelving alongside her
countryman Michael Ondaatje or her fellow writer of the multigenerational immigrant
experience Jhumpa Lahiri." - Publishers Weekly "The beating heart of Island of a Thousand
Mirrors is not so much its human characters but Sri Lanka itself and the vivid, occasionally
incandescent, language used to describe this teardrop in the Indian Ocean." - The New York
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Times Book Review
Nora Kincaid has one goal for her second year of college: be invisible. Last yearʼs all-party-nostudy strategy resulted in three failed classes and two criminal charges, and if she messes up
again sheʼll lose her scholarship. But thereʼs one problem with her plan for invisibility, and his
name is Crosbie Lucas: infamous party king, general hellraiser…and her new roommateʼs best
friend. Crosbieʼs reckless reputation and well-known sexcapades arenʼt part of Noraʼs studious
new strategy, but as sheʼs quickly learning, her new plan is also really boring. When Crosbieʼs
unexpected gestures of friendship pull her head out of her books long enough to see past his
cocky veneer, sheʼs surprised to find a flawed and funny guy beneath it all. The muscles donʼt
hurt, either. But as Nora starts to fall for Crosbie, the weight of one of last yearʼs bad decisions
grows even heavier. Because three failing grades and two misdemeanors are nothing
compared to the one big secret sheʼs hiding…
Before You Leap
The Age of Daredevils
Stiletto
The Heights
A Fixed Trilogy Novella
The Thorn of Emberlain

He found me in blood and tears. I stayed with him through darkness and fire. We
loved each other in the moment between innocence and bitter truth. We were the
kids easily ignored, who grew into adults we hardly knew. We weren't meant to
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last forever. And we didn't. He ran away. I tried to move on. Yet I never stopped
thinking about the boy who had fought to keep me alive in a world that would
have swallowed me whole. He was the past that I buried, but never forgot. Until
the day I found him again, years after believing I had lost him forever. And in
cold, resentful eyes, I saw the heart of the man who had been everything when I
had nothing at all. So I vowed to hold onto the second chance that was stolen
from the children we had been. Sometimes fate is ugly. Life can be twisted. And
who we are can be ruined by who we once were. For two people who had
survived so much, we would have to learn how to hold on before we were forced
to let go.
In this spirited sequel to the acclaimed The Rook, Myfanwy Thomas returns to
clinch an alliance between deadly rivals and avert epic -- and slimy -supernatural war. When secret organizations are forced to merge after years of
enmity and bloodshed, only one person has the fearsome powers---and the
bureaucratic finesse---to get the job done. Facing her greatest challenge yet,
Rook Myfanwy Thomas must broker a deal between two bitter adversaries: The
Checquy---the centuries-old covert British organization that protects society from
supernatural threats, and... The Grafters---a centuries-old supernatural threat.
But as bizarre attacks sweep London, threatening to sabotage negotiations, old
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hatreds flare. Surrounded by spies, only the Rook and two women who
absolutely hate each other, can seek out the culprits before they trigger a
devastating otherworldly war. Stiletto is a novel of preternatural diplomacy,
paranoia, and snide remarks, from an author who "adroitly straddles the thin line
between fantasy, thriller, and spoof " (Booklist).
From the New York Times bestselling author of The Winter King comes a
breathtaking new tale of love and adventure set in the mystical land of Mystral He
wasn’t supposed to choose her… Seafaring prince Dilys Merimydion has been
invited to court the three magical princesses of Summerlea. To eradicate the
pirates threatening Calberna and to secure the power of the Sea Throne, Dilys
vows to return home with a fierce warrior-queen as his bride. But politics has
nothing to do with unexpected temptation. She didn't dare wed him... A
weathermage like her sisters, Gabriella Coruscate’s gentleness exemplifies the
qualities of her season name, Summer. Yet her quiet poise conceals dangerous
powers she cannot begin to wield. Better to live without excitement, she reasons,
than risk her heart and lose control—until an irresistible Sealord jolts her awake
with a thunderclap of raw desire. Until evil threatens everything they hold dear…
When pirates kidnap Summer and her sisters, Dilys begins a desperate quest to
save the woman he loves. Only by combining his command of the seas with the
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unleashed fury of Summer’s formidable gifts can they defeat their brutal enemies
and claim the most priceless victory of all: true love.
College junior Lucy Washington abides by one rule-avoid risk at all costs. But
when a brash, gorgeous jock walks into the campus coffeeshop and turns his flirt
on, Lucy is stunned by the force of attraction. For the first time ever, she's willing
to step out of her comfort zone, but can she really trust the guy who's determined
to sweep her off her feet? Entering his last year of college eligibility, linebacker
Matthew "Matty" Iverson has the team captaincy in his sights. But first, he has to
convince his quarterback Ace Anderson to give up the starting position. Getting
Lucy, Ace's childhood best friend on his side, shouldn't be a problem. Matty is
more than confident he can have both, but when he falls hard for Lucy, it's time
for a new game plan: convince the woman of his dreams that she's not sleeping
with the enemy.
The Night of the Moths
North Korea Undercover
Mastered: The Enforcers 1
Book Three of the Captive Prince Trilogy
Blood Defense
Undecided
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When rescue looks like a whole lot of trouble . . . The road trip was definitely a bad idea.
Having already flambéed her culinary career beyond recognition, Rita Clarkson is now
stranded in God-Knows-Where, New Mexico, with a busted-ass car and her three
temperamental siblings, who she hasn't seen in years. When rescue shows up---six-feet-plus
of hot, charming sex on a motorcycle---Rita's pretty certain she's gone from the frying pan
right into the fire . . . Jasper Ellis has a bad boy reputation in this town, and he loathes it.
The moment he sees Rita, though, Jasper knows he's about to be sorely tempted. There's
something real between them. Something raw. And Jasper has only a few days to show Rita
that he isn't just for tonight---he's forever.
If we are judged by the nature of our enemies, then Daphne Caruana Galizia should be
remembered as a hero of our time. She was Malta's most fearless journalist until someone
with money and power decided that she should be silenced forever. Her assassination on
16th October 2017 was a brutal blow to anyone who cares about the truth. MURDER ON
THE MALTESE EXPRESS
Overachiever River Purcell was never supposed to be a struggling single mom working
double shifts just to make ends meet. Nor was she supposed to be abandoned by her high
school sweetheart. Now, Vaughn De Matteo is back in town, with his sights set on her...and
River is in danger of drowning a second time. No one believed Hook’s resident bad boy was
good enough for River. Not even Vaughn himself. But he’ll fight like hell to win back the
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woman he never stopped loving, to keep the daughter he never expected, and convince
himself he’s worth their love in the process––even if he has to rely on the fierce and
undeniable sexual chemistry between him and River. But even as River’s body arches under
his hungered touch, the demons of the past lurk in the shadows. Waiting for Vaughn to
repeat his mistakes one last time... Each book in the Made in Jersey series is STANDALONE:
* Crashed Out * Thrown Down * Worked Up * Wound Tight
**A multicultural new adult romance from bestselling author, J.J. McAvoy** Eli Davenport
thinks he’s found the perfect woman to be his wife. She’s a doctor, like he is. She’s brilliant,
like he is. And she’s wealthy, like he is. Guinevere ‘Gwen’ Poe thinks her fiancé is the perfect
man. He’s handsome, successful and he was her first... But when Eli’s bride runs off with
Gwen’s fiancée on his wedding day, they are left to pick up the broken pieces of each other...
Huntress Moon
Murder on The Malta Express: Who Killed Daphne Caruana Galizia?
Cold Moon
The Debt of Blood
Elephant Moon
North Korea is like no other tyranny on earth. It is Orwell’s 1984 made reality. The regime
controls the flow of information to its citizens, pouring relentless propaganda through
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omnipresent loud speakers. Free speech is an illusion: one word out of line and the gulag
awaits. State spies are everywhere, ready to punish disloyalty and the slightest sign of
discontent. You must bow to Kim Il Sung, the Eternal Leader and to his son, Generalissimo
Kim Jong Il. Worship the dead and then hail the living, the Supreme Leader Kim Jong Un.
North Koreans are told their home is the greatest nation on earth. Big Brother is always
watching. Posing as a university professor, award-winning BBC journalist John Sweeney
travelled undercover to gain unprecedented access to the world’s most secret state.
Drawing on his own experiences and his extensive interviews with defectors and other key
witnesses, North Korea Undercover pulls back the curtain, providing a rare insight into life
there today, examining the country’s troubled history and addressing important questions
about its uncertain future. Sweeney’s highly engaging, authoritative account illuminates the
dark side of the Hermit Kingdom and challenges the West’s perception of this paranoid
nationalist state.
Josephine Clark is trapped. A harrowing past haunts her every time she looks in the mirror,
and she can't escape the violence of her everyday life. More and more, her thoughts turn to
Evan Salinger, the boy she knew in high school. The boy they called a mental case. A loner.
A freak. The boy who seemed to know things no one could know. For a few short weeks, Jo
had found perfect solace in Evan's company, sneaking every night to meet him at the local
pool. In the cool of the water and the warmth of Evan's arms around her, Jo had tasted
something close to happiness. Cruel circumstances tore them apart, and four years later,
the sweet memory of their time together is dissolving under the punishing reality of Jo's life
now. Evan seems like a fading dream...until he reappears at the moment she needs him
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most. Guided by Evan's strange intuition, they flee her small Louisiana town, on the run
from the police, and Jo begins to suspect there is something more to his sudden return than
he admits. Over twelve days across America's heartland, deep secrets come to light, buried
pasts are unearthed, and the line between dreams and reality is blurred as Evan and Jo fight
to hold on to their soul-deep love, and discover that there is more than one way to save a
life. How to Save a Life is a complete second-chance STANDALONE novel with shades of the
paranormal. It carries the characters from high school through to their early twenties. It is
not YA; mature subject matter and sexual situations. TRIGGER WARNING: some domestic
violence (on the page) and mentions of sexual abuse (off the page) For readers 18 years
and up.
He's finally letting go of the memory of his murdered girlfriend. Then he sees her texts. Alice
was a hopeful young graduate student when, on a beautiful August night, her body was
found in the woods. She'll always remember the night she was murdered. And she still
suffers the grief and rage that destroyed her family. But what Alice regrets most is the last
fight she had with her boyfriend, Enrico--and the fact that she never had the chance to tell
him something that would have changed everything. A decade later, Enrico has returned to
the provincial town where Alice lived and died, to sell his family home. All he wants is to
forget. But then, among the things he left behind, he finds an old cell phone...and unread
texts sent from Alice's phone. Now, her terrible secrets are about to swallow up everyone
she knew, loved, and trusted. For Enrico, discovering them is his only chance to put his lost
love--and the demons of his past--to rest.
By turns a family drama and an action-adventure story, The Age of Daredevils chronicles the
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lives of the men and women who devoted themselves to the extraordinary sport of jumping
over Niagara Falls in a barrel--a death-defying gamble that proved a powerful temptation to
a hardy few. Internationally known in the 1920s and '30s for their barrel-jumping exploits,
the Hills were a father-son team of daredevils who also rescued dozens of misguided thrill
seekers and accident victims who followed them into the river. The publicity surrounding the
Hills' spectacular feats ushered in tourism, making Niagara Falls the nation's foremost
honeymoon destination, but ultimately set Red Hill Jr. on a perilous path to surpass his
father's extraordinary leaps into the void.
Never Sweeter
A Fox and O'Hare Novel
Constructing and Covering Boxes

With 50,000 copies sold of The Republic of Thieves and with praise from
the likes of Joe Abercrombie and George RR Martin the saga of the
Gentleman Bastard has become a favourite and key part of the fantasy
landscape. And now Locke Lamora, thief, con-man, pirate, political
deceiver must become a soldier. A new chapter for Locke and Jean and
finally the war that has been brewing in the Kingdom of the Marrows flares
up and threatens to capture all in its flames. And all the while Locke must
try to deal with the disturbing rumours about his past revealed in The
Republic of Thieves. Fighting a war when you don't know the truth of right
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and wrong is one thing. Fighting a war when you don't know the truth of
yourself is quite another. Particularly when you've never been that good
with a sword anyway...
Description * Full length standalone novel, containing dark themes* Coralie
Twelve years ago, I ran to stay alive. Port Royal, South Carolina, was my
home. I was born there. I fell in love there. And I nearly died there. I never
thought I'd go back. Now, after so many years, I have to return to bury the
man who made my life a living hell. Some nights, I used to cry myself to
sleep, praying my father would die. Other nights were different. Other
nights, there was him. Callan Cross. My first confidante. My first kiss. My
first love. My first everything: Callan was the glue that held me together
when everything else was falling apart. He was my savior. He was there for
me whenever I needed him... Until he wasn't. Every night, I've seen the love
of my life in my sleep. I just never thought I'd have to face him again. Callan
Twelve years ago, I f*#@ed up big time. Living life through a camera lens is
sometimes easier than dealing with it head on. Scratch that. It's always
easier. For over a decade, I've been a master of my art, taking photographs
all over the world. Yet despite all of the countries I've visited, the amazing
things I've seen, the beautiful women I've screwed, my heart has remained
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in pieces. Coralie's the only woman I've ever loved, will ever love. And I'm
determined to show her that we're meant to be together. Even if it means
unearthing the bones of the past in the process. A lifetime and a thousand
miles have stood between us. Now, there's no length of time I won't wait, no
distance I won't travel, in order to make her mine.
For fans of E. L. James, Sylvia Day, J. Kenner and Meredith Wild. Mastered
is the first in a sizzling hot erotic romance series, The Enforcers: these men
don't play by the rules - they make them. She stood out in his club like a
gem, unspoiled and untouched - she clearly didn't belong. Drawn to her
innocence he watched as she was surrounded by men who saw what he
did - but no one but him could touch her. He summoned her to his private
quarters. He sensed her fear. He also recognised the desire in her eyes.
And he knew she wouldn't leave before he possessed her. She had no need
to know his secrets. Not until he had her under his complete and utter
control. The moment he told her what he wanted, she couldn't resist.
Instinct told her to run, but her heart said stay and walk the fine line
between pleasure and pain. Though she wasn't sure she could ever
completely surrender, the primal part of her wanted to try, even knowing
this man could break her in ways she never imagined. Because once he
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possessed her, he owned her and it would be too late to turn back. She can
only pray that he doesn't destroy her in the end. For more exciting and
steamy romance, read the whole series: Mastered, Dominated, Kept. And
don't miss Maya Banks's emotionally seductive Surrender trilogy: Letting
Go, Giving In, Taking It All.
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